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Worldview Questionnaire 

Which of the following is a greater concern to you, today? 
_ Finding purpose in life _ Finding Mr. or Miss Right _ Handling emotions 
_ Issues of morality _ Thoughts of the afterlife _ Financial debt 
 
Which of the following best represents your view of truth? Why? 
_ truth cannot be discovered _ everyone's own view of truth is equally valid 
_ truth is a constant standard for all people, all times _ truth is what feels right 
other: __________________________ 
 
Which of the following best represents your view of god? Where did that view come from? 
_ it is impossible to know if there is a god _ do not know if god exists 
_ there is one god who rules the universe, who is infinite, and personal 
_ god is an impersonal force in nature _ there are many gods _ other: ____________ 
 
If you could ask God one question, what would you like to ask him: 
_ What's my purpose in life? 
_ How can I know if there is a heaven and will I go there? 
_ Why does evil exist? 
_ What is the main difference between the major religions? 
_ How can I be forgiven and free from my past? 
_ other - _______________________________________ 
 
On what basis do we establish morality and ethics? How does a person or society decide 
what is right and wrong, and on what grounds is ethics determined? Where did your ethics 
come from? 
_Parents 
_God 
_Laws of Society 
_Moral Code 
_personal decision 
 
What happens to people when they die? Is there life after death? How did you determine 
that or come to this conclusion? 
_ Reincarnation _ Different things for different people 
_ Heaven _ It’s impossible to know 
_ Hell _ It’s not up to us 
 
What is the nature or origin of Man? Where did we come from? How did we end up at this 
point in History? 
What do you think of Religion in general? Do you follow one in particular? Have you ever 
been a part of a specific religion? 
 
What do you think of Christianity? Of Christians? Is Christianity a more positive influence or 
negative one on society? 
 


